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Learning about fluids and electrolytes doesn't get any simpler. disorders that cause
imbalances; "Cheat Sheets" are fun learning helps, and "Practice Makes Perfect" offers research
study questions and answers that let nurses assess their improvement. treating imbalances;
Contents consist of balancing basics, such as liquids, electrolytes, and acids and bases; This
edition features new features that further simplify a serious subject matter -- all in the
lighthearted, Incredibly Easy style. Expanded nursing interventions with rationales and "Ages
and Stages" -- highlighting information regarding fluids and electrolytes across the lifespan --
broaden understanding. and more.
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 I really like them because they make key nursing points so simple. I recommend any publication
in the made extremely easy series to any wellness student. I am a current medical college
student, and like ordering a couple of these to read over my breaks. This reserve clearly and
easily clarifies how electrolytes function in your body, and some basic science behind it ( don't
be concerned, it doesn't dive for the reason that deep into the science part, no lipid
membranes or atp driven transportation proteins ;) ). I was pleased with myself, and when you
certainly are a nursing stduent like me who requirements everything broken down into simple
terms, perform yourself a big favor and purchase this book!! It had been very helpful in
understanding the materials, and it generally does not have all of that worthless dribble.
Explains things very clearly and is very helpful. Other than that, I was completely pleased! Also
provide help mnemonics. Loving this book up to now. Good details but not as well wordy.
Proving to become a quick read. Provides good simple graphics to further explain/enforce
information. Used this to study ahead for my 3rd semester of nursing college. I've simply
graduated, and I experienced like I didn't really understand fluids and electrolytes. No need to
possess the most up to date edition as electrolyte information does not change. Needs it step-
by-step and provides clear explanation. There were no marks inside nor outside of this reserve.
Also, the illustrations were very useful because those also made the info easier to understand.
I'd definitely recommend this publication to anyone who is having trouble with liquids and
electrolytes! Great reserve. Occasional color pages throughout the book. The only method
that I understand it was used because of the somewhat off white color of the webpages and
in addition due to the edition of the book. Very valuable reference I had problems with
understanding liquids and electrolytes in my class lecture, therefore i purchased this book.
Clear, well-organized fluid and electrolyte publication. Great book. Wonderful Product I'm
another year nursing student and am not the over-the-top all Students that some people seem
to be. When I first began studying nursing I was lucky to get a C. Electrolytes Produced
Incredibly book out there somewhere? Everybody says that this would be the hardest test you
will ever face as a nursing college student, and when it came period for lecture I possibly
could see why. There was so much material to cover and soooooooo very much studying to be
done. I was scared that I would fail miserably come test time, and I curently have some of the
"nursing produced incredibly easy" books.Worth Every Penny These books are awesome in
explaining the essential theory of how things function. One day while learning, it dawned on
me: "I question if there's a Fluid & So normally when I heard phrase of the dreaded "fluid and
electrolytes" exam, I freaked!! Perfect Used Book Although this publication was used, it was
almost perfect! It was well worth the money =) I read the most this book in a week, and it
produced what I was learning from my notes so easy to understand, especially when it came to
diffusion, osmosis, and activated transported. I only missed 8 queries on my examination out of
60, an 86%. I would recommend this reserve to anyone wanting to get yourself a little deeper
understanding of how fluids and salts effect the body. You'll be thankful you did, you deserve
to pass!" Luckily I found this on right here and paid for next-day shipping! Would buy from this
buyer again. It is easy to browse and comprehend, and it's really not as well wordy like some
textbooks. Otherwise it has reddish colored/pink accents through the entire book. I would like
to be a superb nurse, and I also wish to pass the NCLEX on to begin with. This book has
recently helped me with both! Buy this book! Makes a hard subject an easy task to process
Four Stars Great little book Five Stars Item came seeing that described. =) Fantastic Book for
BSN This book is really helping me know very well what must have been learned in basic nursing
classes. Liquids and Electrolytes Made Easy This was such an enormous help in my second



semester of nursing. Great buy! Good overview Good overview but don't depend on this book
too much. Better info found on the web
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